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Environment

Earth Day Eastern’s way
By Brianna Clancy
Staff Reporter

Eastern has been pursuing energy efficiency and recycling for many
years, and has been recognized for
having the lowest utility cost per
square foot of public universities,
said Ryan Siegel, campus energy
and sustainability coordinator.
Eastern has cut water consumption by 43 percent with new washing machines, toilets and urinals,
and irrigating the athletic fields using the Campus Pond instead of
potable water.
“The new vending machines
from Pepsi are Energy Star Qualified… save over $10,000 a year in
electrical costs,” Siegel said.
Lights throughout the university
have been replaced with more energy efficient models, as well as occupancy sensors in restrooms and
offices that did not have them before.
Many organizations around Eastern are readying themselves to celebrate Earth Day.
Botany Club will spend the day
getting native plants ready for this
year’s plant sale, said Nancy Coutant, a biology professor and Botany Club adviser.
The Botany Club plant sale is
Saturday.
“You don’t have to be a chemistry major to enjoy Earth Day,” said
Lisa Piazza, vice-president of the
EARTH, page 7

Honors dean
candidates
announced
Staff Report

Interviews for the dean of the Honors College
will begin on Wednesday. Three candidates have
been chosen from the internal applicants.
Godson Obia, associate dean of the College of
Sciences and a professor in the geology/geography department, will go through a series of oncampus interviews on Wednesday. An open session is set for 1 to 2 p.m. in the Paris Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
John Stimac, chair of the geology/geography
department, will interview on April 30. An open
session for Stimac will take place from 11 a.m.
to noon in the 1895 Room of the Union.
Christopher Mitchell, a theatre arts professor
and affiliated faculty member of women’s studies and film studies, interviews on May 3. An
open session with Mitchell is scheduled for 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. also in the 1895 Room.

E VENT

Women can
learn how to
‘fight back’
Jordan Boner | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Myron Haywood, a management information systems and business major from Chicago Heights, gathers
the recycling in the bridge lounge of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Monday. Taking out
the recycling bags is a daily task for student building service workers at the Union.

Help Eastern go green
• Donate unwanted office
supplies to Eastern’s surplus
office supply store for others to
use. Drop off and pick up office
supplies in the white building
closest to the O’Brien parking
lot in the Facilities Planning and
Management Complex.

UNIVERSITY

• Turn off lights and cut power
to electronics (using a power
strip is handy) when not in use.
• Use power-saving options on
your computer.
• Walk, bike and use the Panther Express shuttle.

• Try to reuse items before throwing them away or recycling them.

• Use refillable binders for class
instead of notebooks.

• Carry your groceries in paper
sacks or your own canvas bags.

• Use window shades/blinds
to control natural light to help
heat or cool spaces.

• Buy food locally, there is a
weekly farmers market on the
Charleston square every summer.

These suggestions were found
on the Eastern website at
www.eiu.edu/green

student government

crime

Domestic Senate approves student fee
batteries increase to support Lantz
on the rise
By Erica Whelan
Student Government Editor

By Sarah Jean Bresnahan
Associate News Editor

In the 2005-06 academic year, there were 76
reports of fighting, assaults and threats reported
to judicial affairs.
Since March 31, there have been approximately four reports of battery to the University Police Department, three of those being domestic.
Domestic battery is defined as causing bodily harm to any family or household or making physical contact of an insulting or provoking nature, according to Article 12 of the Illinois
Criminal Code of 1961.
Ryan Risinger, crime prevention officer at
UPD, said the first step police officers take when
BATTERIES, page 7

Students may be required to pay an additional
65 cents per credit hour up to 12 hours to support a proposed bond revenue fee increase approved Wednesday by the student senate.
After the 12-hour time period, the fee increase will drop to 50 cents per credit hour for
the following four years.
The resolution prompted extensive debate
from senate members before ultimately passing
by a vote of 24-3-1.
Jarrod Scherle, vice president for business affairs, referenced the cracks he has observed in
the walls of Lantz Arena and encouraged senate
members to vote in favor of the resolution for
the sake of safety.
“That crack running down the middle looks
like a stiff breeze will knock down the wall,”
Scherle said. “I would sleep better knowing that
would be fixed. We could sit here and twiddle

our thumbs, waiting for the state to pay us, or
we can take action.”
Fellow senate member Alex Boyd also expressed a concern for safety because he witnessed
a student slip and break his leg on the basketball
court in Lantz last semester.
“Just because we would get this money from
students doesn’t mean we won’t get our money from the state,” Boyd said. “It’s still going to
come, and this is a big deal for us.”
Senate member John Poshepny voiced his opposition to the fee increase.
“This project could go way over the estimate,”
Poshepny said while pounding on the table.
Senate member Zach Caskey echoed his concern.
“We just passed the fee increases, and I can’t
stomach anymore,” Caskey said. “We talk about
wanting to take responsibility of our own school,
but when the state sees that, they assume we’re
doing fine and don’t see a need to help.”
SENATE, page 6

By Heather Holm
Activities Editor

Erin Weed will start out her self-defense seminar with the story of Shannon McNamara.
Weed and McNamara were both Alpha Phi
sorority sisters and best friends when McNamara
was murdered in 2001, after being attacked and
attempting to fight off her attacker.
Erin Weed will present a 90-minute presentation at 8 p.m. today in Lantz Arena, teaching
women how to “fight back.”
After McNamara was murdered, Weed become interested in learning about self-defense
and trained with self-defense experts.
Weed’s program can be broken down into
three steps: trusting intuition, being a bad victim or “hard target,” and teaching women defense tips.
Weed said she uses humor in her presentation
to help keep the topic light.
“Just because something is an intense subject doesn’t mean you have to be scared sitting in
your seat,” she said.
Weed has been traveling the nation for eight
years and has spoken to about a half-million
people on the topic of self-defense.
Weed said women should come to the seminar because the attack happened at Eastern and
could happen to anyone in places they think are
safe.
“I will focus more on the things you can do
and not the things that are out of your control,”
PROTECT, page 6

Run/Walk
The seventh annual “run for Shannon
McNamara” 4k run/walk sponsored by the
KSS Honors Club will take place at 2 p.m.
Sunday at the Campus pond/pavilion/
panther trail.
All proceeds go toward the Shannon
McNamara scholarship.
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WEATHER TODAY

Thursday

HIGH

72°
LOW

53°

Increasing clouds this
afternoon with winds out of
the south 5-10 mph.
Showers begin to roll in after
1 a.m. to night. Expect mo re
thunderstorms Friday
morning and afternoon.
Showers will be off-and-o n
Saturday morning and
thunderstorms will continue
Saturday afternoon.

WEATHER TOMORROW
Friday

Showers & T-Stonns
High: 69°
Low:58°
Saturday

Scattered T-Storms
High: 75°
Low:56°
For more weather information: www.eiu.edurweather

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Earth Day lecture talks
about Iceland volcano
Five faculty members will lead the 40th Annual
Earth Day presentation, "Earth Day 2010: A Celebration of Our Home," at 7 p.m. today in Room
3040 of the Physical Science Building.
The discussion topics include the eruption of a
volcano in Iceland, overpopulation, sustainablility,
renewable energy and co-existing with nature.
The faculty speakers are Diane Burns, Michael
Cornebise, Cameron Craig, Dave Viertel and John
Stimac, all from the geology-geography depart ment.

AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Jeff Loffredo, a freshman industrial technology major from Tinley Park, constructs a canned food sculpture for the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Wednesday afternoon in the Library Quad.

DENNEWS.COM

Graduate art exhibit
Tarble Arts Center is hosting the 2010 Graduate Art Exhibit until Sunday. To view a photo
gallery of the exhibit, go to DENnews.com.

Service planned
for former students
A brief service is planned for 2 p.m. Thursday
at Eastern's Commemorative Courtyard in memory of the three students who died in a two-vehicle accident near St. Louis March 21, 2009. Anusha
Anumolu, Anitha Lakshmi Veerapaneni and Priya
Darshini Muppavarapu were master's degree candidates in technology and international students from
India. Also killed in the accident was Veerapaneni's
cousin, who lived in northern Illinois.
Anupama Makineni, a friend of the students,
will speak at the service, and a brick and tree will
be dedicated. The event is being co-sponsored by
the Office of International Students and Scholars
and Dining Services.
-Compiled by Associate News Editor
Sarah Jean Bresnahan

EASTERN NEWS

Will you graduate?
It's getting to be that time of year - stressful
projects, tests, finals. Will you make it? Take this
quiz on DENnews. com to find out.

Chris Laingen's name was misspelled in an article in Wednesday's
edition of 1he Daily Eastern News.

A quote from Jono Craig in an
article in Tuesday's edition of 1he
DEN was taken out of context.

An article in Wednesday's edition of The DEN regarding the
Honors College is in need of a clarification. The competition is open
to aU sophomores through seniors
with a GPA of3.0 or better.

Eric Wilber's name was misspelled in an article in The DEN
on Tuesday. 1he DEN regrets the
error.
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Climate change’s effect on culture
By Kayleigh Zyskowski
City Editor

Orville Huntington traveled for
two days from his village in northwest
Alaska to come to Eastern.
Huntington brought a unique perspective on climate change and hunting to Eastern on Wednesday. Huntington, who is from the Huslia Tribe,
spoke to students in Charleston about
his village and the effects climate
change has had on the environment
and the people.
“There is a close connection between the ecology of an area and the
culture of the people,” Huntington
said. “I have tried to explain this to
people, even college professors, and
they do not understand it.”
Huntington spoke to two groups
of third graders, an anthropology class
and ended the day with a lecture open
to the community.
The third grade classes in Charleston do a unit on Native Americans
within the curriculum.
“This has been a wonderful opportunity to bring a little bit of Alaska to
Charleston,” said Don Holly, assistant
professor of anthropology. “We can always use some diversity exposure here
at Eastern, given most are from Illinois.”
Ryan Plunkett, a freshman political
science major from Findlay, said the
lecture was a unique experience.
“It was informative and gave me
a different perspective on climate
change I hadn’t heard before,” Plunkett said. “We always hear Manhattan may flood someday, but these
people actually deal with this on a
daily basis, and this actually affects
their lives.”
Huntington talked about how
the warmer temperatures affect the
amount of forest fires, game for hunting and erosion of the river in the

area.
Through a Power Point presentation, Huntington described the techniques and adaptation strategies the
tribe has done to eliminate the negative impacts.
For example, to avoid wildfires
reaching their village, the members
burned vegetation to create buffer
zones to stop the fire’s progress.
Between the tribe’s traditional
knowledge and wisdom of the elder’s,
the tribe has relied on its own beliefs
before what the government recommends, Huntington said.
“I do research science,” Huntington said. “It’s not the end all, but it
adds knowledge to what we already
believe.”
Huntington spoke to Holly’s
hunters and gatherers class about
the ways hunting is used in their
culture.
“I think this is something new and
interesting that most people are not
familiar with, and it also relates to
what we do in class,” Holly said.
About 75 students attended the lecture and some left with knowledge of
a new perspective on climate change.
“It was a way to see climate change
in a completely new way. We think
of climate change as a summer that
lasts a little longer or it being five degrees hotter, but these people are actually losing their homes,” said Jeremy Haas, a junior history major
from Greenville. “People just don’t
notice because it is so out of the way,
but this proves that is real and not
just a myth.”
The Redden Fund helped with
funding to bring Huntington to the
area.
Kayleigh Zyskowski can be
reached at 581-7942 or
kzyskowski@eiu.edu.

Danny Damiani | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Orville Huntington speaks about the problems facing the Huslia Tribe because of climate change during his lecture “Coping with Climate Change” Wednesday in the Lecture Hall of Doudna Fine Arts Center.

city

Trade in the beer bong for a wine glass
Students invited
to wine tasting
By Danielle Wachter
Staff Reporter

Charleston is inviting Eastern students to drop the beer bong for a
night and become wine connoisseurs.
The Charleston Area Chamber of

Commerce is hosting the second annual Spring Wine Tasting event today.
Wine distributors from County Market will provide a large assortment of
wines from Illinois and Missouri wineries.
Casey McClain, a senior psychology major, said she considers herself an
amateur student wine connoisseur.
“It’s nice to see there is something
to do that’s fun and different involving alcohol in a tasteful way, that’s not

at a college bar,” McClain said.
Jill Age, executive assistant at the
Chamber of Commerce, said she expects about the same turn out as last
year, which had around 100 people.
Age said most attendees will purchase
their tickets at the door.
“Along with tasting, wine can be
ordered by guests and then picked up
at County Market. It’s all a part of the
Chamber’s message to buy locally,”
Age said.

All members of the community are
welcome, including Eastern students.
The first 70 attendees will receive
complimentary wine glasses. Door
prizes will also be given away throughout the evening, consisting of floral decorations from County Market,
tickets to the Third Sunday Brunch by
2 Flowers Catering, and an overnight
stay at the Worthington Inn.
The cost of the Spring Wine Tasting event is $10 for Chamber mem-

bers and $15 for non-members. Tickets can be purchased at the Chamber of Commerce prior to the event
at 501 Jackson Avenue, or by contacting the office at 345-7041.
The event will take place in the
banquet rooms at the Worthington
Inn from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Danielle Wachter can be
reached at 581-7942 or
dmwachter@eiu.edu.

Student government

Students to tackle Eastern’s trash a second time
Dumpster dive
tentatively
scheduled
for May 1
By Erica Whelan
Student Government Editor

The student government’s University Development and Recycling
committee intends to gear up for another day dedicated to rescuing recyclable items from three dumpsters
across campus, tentatively scheduled
for May 1.
During their first dumpster dive

event at the end of October, six volunteers took a look at Eastern’s trash
accumulating at Thomas Dining,
Pemberton Hall and the Physical Sciences Building under the direction of
Ryan Siegel, the campus energy and
sustainability coordinator.
Siegel said each location was
deemed important in representing a
cross-section of the busiest areas on
campus frequented by the most people during a typical weekday.
For the better part of the afternoon, curious students and committee members donned rubber gloves
and sifted through an array of food
waste intermingled with salvageable
resources like paper and steel cans.
These items topped the list of the

five most common articles uncovered
in the dumpsters, including food as
the second most common and plastics
as the first.
The team collected and sorted
183.1 pounds of debris total, 59 percent of which was ultimately composed of recyclable materials and sent
off to be processed at local centers.
Of these recyclable materials,
25 percent represented what Siegel
called “normal” recyclable materials, including aluminum, paper and
plastic.
“Unfortunately, this is likely typical,” Siegel said of the data collected
at the dumpster dive. “If we were able
to recover all the ‘normal’ materials,
this could cut the university trash bill

by $20,000.”
Jason Sandidge, chair of the UDR
committee, said he looks forward to
having another go at Eastern’s garbage
and hopes to coordinate his committee’s event with the residential halls’
recycling efforts.
Sandidge said he plans to organize
a contest that would encourage the
residence halls to recycle while competing against each other for a pizza
party.
He said he also hopes to see representatives of each hall participate in
the dumpster dive to earn extra points
toward their hall’s total weigh-in, as
well as share the good feelings of giving back to the campus.
“I felt great (after the dumpster

dive),” Sandidge said. “I could’ve gone
for hours and hours, but after awhile
spent digging through so much trash,
your nostrils start burning.”
Even so, Sandidge said he is ecstatic about the upcoming event and described it as one of the happiest moments he has spent at school.
“Even though it wasn’t a huge,
huge amount, I still feel like we made
a huge difference,” Sandidge said.
“I’m really proud of my committee, I
felt we set a good precedent for next
year. It was a glorious day for me,
the UDR and student government in
general.”
Erica Whelan can be reached at
elwhelan@eiu or 581-7942.
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DAILY EDITORIAL
The daily editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Wilber leaves a large role on
Writing by exec board, Student Action Team
julian

~us:en

hand, just
my type

So, my printer broke recently.
Because of this it has been a bit difficult to
make sure I get to the library to get my assignments primed out before class.
It sounds easy enough but I have a five-yearold daughter and it does make a bit of a difference trying to fit the time it takes to prim something into my schedule.
I tried to turn in a few of my smaller assignments handwritten; all I keep hearing is that my
teachers won't accept it because, "We are in college now."
I remember back when I was in the fourth
grade. I had terrible handwriting.
My handwriting was so bad my teacher had
another student work with me to improve it
simply because one day I would have to write
papers for college.
I guess at that time they didn't consider the
possibility of computers taking off as much as
they have.
I'm a little older than the average Eastern student so when I was in fourth grade when computers weren't a household item.
So, now here I am getting my homework
turned down because I wrote it by hand.
By all means I can understand a teacher not
wanting to read a handwritten five-page paper,
and, God knows I wouldn't want to write a paper by hand like that ever again, but, for small
assignments, I don't understand.
Yes, we are in college now but, no, that doesn't
mean I have to own a computer.
Yes, we are in college now but, no, that doesn't
mean primers don't break.
Yes, we are in college now but, no, that doesn't
mean I'm not capable of writing by hand.
If it is legible then it also shouldn't take any
longer to read than a normal paper.
I figured my teachers would simply be satisfied it was done instead of denying it for not being typed.
History has rolled along for thousands of
years thanks to written manuscript and now we
have to type everything?
It is like when you go to pay for something
with a bunch of pennies and they tell you that
you have to put them in a role first.
The last I heard, it was legal tender so what
the heck is the problem?
I just find it extremely frustrating because,
sometimes, I don't want to get up any earlier than I already do to fight for a computer at
the library just to prim an assignment that is less
than a page long anyway.
I feel extra dumb because I spent all those
hours in fourth grade perfecting my handwriting so that one day I could write nice papers for
college and now anything handwritten is unacceptable.
At Mark Twain Elementary they are spending
all this time teaching my daughter how to write
letters and words but, really, what is the point
if the rest of her life she is going to have to type
everything?
Like I said, I would much rather type than
write papers by hand because, obviously, it is
much quicker but to deny someone an assignment of small proportions because it was written
by hand really irks the hell out of me.
So, remember everyone we are in college now,
which somehow makes us incapable of picking
up a pencil. And to think of those poor lonely
pencil sharpeners in every classroom.

Julian Russell is a junior communication
studies m~Uor and can be reached at
581-7942 or DENopinions@gmail.com.

e would like to congrarulate, Aaron Wiessing for being elected to the position of student executive vice president. Unfortunately, Mr. Wiessing, you now have one of the
most unenviable positions on student government.
You see, Wiessing reminds us ofthe plight of another
Aaron a few years ago: Aaron Rodgers.
Rodgers, quarterback for the Green Bay Packers, was
forced to ride the bench behind Brett Favre for three
years, simply waiting and watching until the day he would
get his shot. But how can one follow a living legend? Nobody wants to be the band that goes on after the headlining act.
Now, Wiessing finds himself in a similar position.
When Eric Wilber, current executive vice president and
head of the Student Action Team, graduates he will leave
behind a gaping leadership void that will need to be filled,
and quickly.
As part ofWiessing's job, he will take up the role of
heading up the Student Action Team and, thus, the expectations to perform as well as Wilber will rest soundly
upon his shoulders.
We would like to suggest to Wiessing to take today as
the best learning experience. Today the Student Action
Team will head to Springfield in an effort to raise awareness of and lobby for restoration of the Monetary Award
Program gram.
While legislators have already committed to restoring
the MAP grant, they are yet to actually find the money to
do so or even unveil a plan as to how the funds would be
gathered.
By the Student Action Team visiting the capital, it will
force legislators to look dead in the eye of the very students
whom the MAP gram helps. It is easy to say no to a faceless
voice on the other end of the phone. It is difficult to say no
to a group of students who are meeting you face-to-face, re-

W

"Student
Action
Team is
one of the
sections
of student
government
we greatly
support and
we wish
them only
the best
and ask
their best
efforts in
Springfield
today."

questing the money they have been promised.
While many may say the Student Action Team's efforts
are pointless, that they are little more than a collective
group of Oliver Twists begging "Please, sir, I'd like some
more!" while they look up at a ruthless legislator who is
stirring up a hot pot of higher education.
The truth is that the Student Action Team, headed by
Wilber, has taken far greater efforts and done more just
by going to Springfield and speaking in person with legislators than any other group of students on Eastern's campus can claim.
Wiessing should also take note of Wilber and how he
conducts business.
We have a long relationship with student government.
Sometimes we may appear to be too hard on its members,
chastising them for not accomplishing enough. Sometimes we are their biggest fans.
Though, as they are elected officials and we are the
journalistic entity on campus we are charged with holding
elected officials accountable, like any other newspaper.
Student Action Team is one of the sections of student
government we greatly support and we wish them only
the best and ask their best efforts in Springfield today.
When the time comes, Wuber - who has put incredibly commendable effort in over the past few years - will
step down.
So, pay attention, Mr. Wiessing. Just as no one could
have asked Rodgers to be the next Favre, so are we going
to forego asking Wiessing to be the next Wilber.
We ask that, as the head of one of the more influential
student groups we have, Wiessing does anything and everything possible to continue the Student Action Team's
success.
After all, in such endeavors there are no winners. But, if
Wiessing fails to give the students of Eastern his all in this
role, then we are all losers.
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Students should exercise to be healthy, happy
By Alyssa Pracz
The Norther Star

Northern Illinois University
I'm sure some college students can relate to
having poor eating habits while at school.
They might consist of things like pizza,
cheeseburgers, burritos, not to mention that
"fourth meal" late at night on the weekends.
Although it is difficult to have a perfect diet
due to things like expenses and busy schedules,
students should still make an effort to eat better
in order to avoid the "freshman 15," or just for
the fact of being healthy and feeling good.

As we get older, we usually don't have the metabolism we did when we were in high school.
A good way to obtain a faster metabolism is
by lifting weights, said Judith Lukaszuk, assistant professor of family, consumer and nutrition
sciences.
Even when not active, muscle burns more calories than fat.
I'm sure that on top of school, work and other responsibilities, students can devote 15 minutes of their days to do something small, yet significant, like lifting weights.
"Students who exercise report a better state
of happiness and a greater feeling of control of

their lives," according to an article in USA To-

day.
One of the main problems people have with
their diets is they do not plan what they are going to eat for the day.
Students should be more informed about
what their food intake goals are for that day,
such as three dairy food sources a day or three
good sources of calcium, Lukaszuk said.
Overeating and choosing high-calorie snacks
is one of the main causes of the "freshman 15,"
Lukaszuk said.

To read more, visit NorthernStar.info
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'Show some guts!' protesters
say to Illinois lawmakers
By The Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD - Crying "Raise
our taxes!" and "Show some guts!",
thousands of people rallied at the state
Capitol on Wednesday to protest lawmakers' inaction on a tax hike to fix a
$13 biUion deficit.
The secretary of state's police estimated 15,000 people showed up,
making it one of the largest rallies in
IUinois Statehouse history.
Most of those participating in the
"Save Our State" rally, organized by
a coalition of more than 200 publicservice organizations, marched in the
streets around the Statehouse.
They called for an income-tax increase to avoid deep budget cuts that
would hit education, law enforcement and services for young children,
the elderly, the handicapped and the
homeless.
Legislators were in session at the
time, even as hundreds finished the
march by crowding into the Capitol,
filling three floors of the rotunda.
"It gives me goose bumps," said
Lisa Lafrank of CoUinsville, a second-

year special education teacher who is
bracing for a second round of layoff
notices at her school district. "You realize there are so many other organizations facing the same cuts and have
the same problem."
Speakers at the rally pleaded for a
House vote on a measure, approved by
the Senate last year, that would increase
the personal tax rate by two-thirds.
House Democrats have been reluctant to vote on it without support
from minority Republicans, who call
for spending reductions.
Gov. Pat Quinn has offered his
own tax proposal, calling for a onethird increase, but there is no sign
that lawmakers are interested in voting on that idea either. Even if a tax
increase were to pass, the deficit is so
large that some spending and service
cuts are likely.
Amid signs that read, "Cut the bull,
not the budget" and "Wanted: Responsible legislators," was 18-year-old
Meliqua Page of Chicago, now a college student who has benefited from a
youth homeless program that was cut
by more than $1 million last year.
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Mike Schaffer, a graduate student from Orland Park, coaches the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority to victory Wednesday afternoon at the Campus Pond.

Looking for a pl,ace that is cloJe to campus and affordable?
Look no further, Wood Rentals bas what you need1
- Ofletin~ quality houses and
apartrnents at afford&ble rates

- Pe1'fect for s,rad studems, filculty,
ltlld undergraduate students looking
ror a quiet affordable pl.ace to live

- Trash ltlld uuen1e1 are prud for
with most propettie

" Go with Wood Rentals.

best in the Neighborhood"

Call Wood Rentals Today

JIm Wood

Real-tor
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It's true! AT&T and Verizon charge over $1,680 more
than Cellular One during two-year agreements!

YES

$60

$99.90

Yes

No

No

$69.99

$169.98

Yes

No

No

$69.99

$169.98

Select from a variety of phones for only a penny!

www.ceuular1.net

CELLULARONE.

CHARLESTON I 638 W. Lincoln Ave. I 217-345-2351 I I MATTOON Cross County Mall I 700 Broadway East I 217-234-2356
AT&T and Verizon comparisons based on basic unlimited talk plans; information gathered from websites. Restrictions apply. See store for details. New 2-year agreement required. $19.95 Add-A-lines: up to 2 on $60 plan, 3 on $75
plan, 4 on $100 p lan. Data included: 60MB on $60 plan, 75MB on $75 plan, 1OOMB on $100 plan; 30MB for each Add-A-line. Unlimited usage does not mean unreasonable usage. SO% of usage and mailing address required in Home
Service Area. Calls and texts allowed in U.S. on Cellular One and Partner networks. Subject to eligibility requirements. See Terms and Conditions for more details. Taxes and mandated fees apply. Reception impacted by terrain,
weather and equipment. Phones available while supplies last. Limited time offer.
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PROTECT, from page 1
could happen to anyone in
places they think ate safe.
"I will focus more on the
things you can do and not the
things that ate out of your control," Weed said.
Carissa Coon, president
of the Pan-Hellanic Council,
said people think Charleston,
or anywhere for that matter, is
a safe place, and that is sometimes not the case.
Alpha Phi helped bring
Weed to campus along with

the Pan-Hellenic Council, the
Kinesiology and Sports Studies
(KSS) Honors Club and Beta
Sigma Gamma.
Justin Tomaska, president of
the KSS Honors Club, thinks
Weed's presentation will give
women ideas about self-defense they can use.
"I think since she presents it
in a different way, they will remember them (the techniques)
and use them in the future," he
said.

Megan Patterson, member of Alpha Phi and the KSS
Honors Club, said she thinks
women should know these
techniques.
Patterson attended the seminar last year and said there
were four steps in the presentation on how to fight off an attacker.

The four steps:
If you are ever faced with an
attacker, put out hand and say

"Stop. You are making me uncomfortable."
If attacker still comes for
you, go for their eyes or kick
them in the groin. Put attention on them.
Kick them while they are
down
Run to a safe place and
make as much noise as possible
Heather Holm can be
reached at 581-7942
or haholm@eiu.edu.

SENATE, from page 1
Caskey said making students
support the renovations would
show state legislators that Eastern is not in need of funding
and would relieve them of their
responsibility to provide for the
state-funded institution.
Lindsey Woodcock, co-chair
of the internal affairs committee, urged senators to consider
the students who frequent Lantz

daily.
"We pride ourselves in being
one of the lowest-cost schools in
the state," Woodcock said. "It's
time to take pride in the university and take your pick, whether
you want people paying another 65 cents or taking their entire
tuition to another university."
The senate also passed a resolution to encourage the universi-

ty to lease shuttle buses capable
of transporting a larger number
of passengers.
Members also voted to table
four resolutions: one for the Student Action Team bylaws and
the other for the Committee on
Bylaw Revision Adoption.
The others were an informal
training committee for new
senators and a resolution to al-

READ THE

BIBLE

(with us)

A 20-30 SO METHINGS
BIBLE STUDY FOR REAL
PEOPLE. WE MEET

EVERY MONDAY,
~=~~:=.:I 7:00PM, AT THE

._____ _ _ _-----.~ WAREHOUSE.
102 N 6TH STREET
CHARLESTONIL

locate $470 for travel to the lllinois Board of Higher Education Student Advisory Committee conference at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign for the weekend of
May29.
Erica Whelan can be
reached at 581-7942
or elwhelan@eiu.edu.

lj B~dronn1 linus~ ... ( :Ins~
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Joseph Clegg, a senior psychology major from Jacksonville,
balances on a wire connected to two trees in the Library
Quad Tuesday afternoon.

to Ell !

Owners both EIU Alum & responsive to tenants !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living room
Dining ro om
L aund ry
Kitc h e n
D ouble lot
Fire -pit
Fe n ced yard
Pe ts n egotiable

the
verge

EIU'S arts 8-tttaga.z:lrte

er~tertahnttertt

look for it every
friday ira the 11EN

1. Cable, internet, electric, water, and trash included
with rent!
2. Free fitness center, gaming room, and media lab!
3. Free Tanning!
4. Basketball, volleyball, picnic areas, 1/4 mile jogging track, shuffle board, bocce ball, horse shoes,
and a putting green!
5. Fully equipped kitchen with microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator, stove, and garbage disposal!
6. Full size washer and dryer in every apartment!
7. Private bath with full size tub and shower for each
bedroom!
8. HUGE walk-in closets!
9. Privacy lock on every bedroom door!
10. Monthly resident events with prizes!

Sign a lease by April 30th and
receive a $50 gift cardl
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EARTH, from page 1
EIU American Chemical Society.
The group will commemorate the
day with a movie night watching the
Discovery Channel's Planet Earth Series, Piazza said. Snacks will be provided. They will host the movie at 7
p.m. today in the Phipps Lecture Hall
of the Physical Science Building.
Recycling has become increasingly
popular on campus, but there is much
work ahead to maintaining a healthy
environment.
It is important for students to be
educated on the issues the environment is facing, Coutant said.
Although it may be harder for students to participate, there are simple
tasks to lend a helping hand.

BATTERIES, from page 1

Jake Siri, a freshman undecided
major, has participated in being green
by turning off electronic devices when
he leaves his dorm room in Carman
Hall. Students can get involved by
driving vehicles less, walking or biking instead, conserving water by taking shorter showers, using less hot water and shutting it off while shaving
or brushing teeth.
Another smart idea is to set up car
pools when you go home instead of
everyone having a car, said Joe Lippe,
a freshman special education major.
Not only is Eastern pushing to reduce its environmental impact, but
Facilities Planning and Management
has also made future plans to be more

energy efficient. They plan to replace
the outdated steam plant with a new
plant, which will use biomass instead
of the widely used fossil fuel coal. In
addition to steam, the plant will also
produce electricity. The upgrades are
expected to be complete by the end of
2012.
Siegel said lighting upgrades are in
store for large venues on campus including Lantz Arena and Doudna
Fine Arts Center. Facilities Planning
and Management will be converted
from electric heaters to natural gas,
which is substantially more efficient.
Brianna Clancy can be reached
at 581-7942 or bmclancy@eiu.edu.

New renewable energy plant on the way
The firm Honeywell International
is providing the biomass gassifier using a feedstock of woodchips to provide energy to Eastern's campus. The
currency coal plant, located next to
Blair Hall was built in 1925
The new energy plant will have
two biomass boilers and two backup natural gas/number 2 fuel oil
boilers.
This will provide capacity to serve

100 percent of the campus steam
load on the biomass boilers.
The biomass boilers will be permitted to burn virgin hardwood
chips initially. Once the plant is operational, Eastern plans to test burn
other fuels for additional permits.
The plant will also contain a
back-pressure steam turbine to provide co-generation of the steam load
from one of the biomass boilers.

Looking for

This plant will be located between
McKinley Ave. and Edgar Ave. on Illinois Route 130.
The plant is anticipated to be
complete in 2012. The coal burning
facility will be decommissioned once
the new plant is proven.
This plant is part of an $80 million Guaranteed Energy Performance
Contract that contains 16 other Energy Conservation Measures.

L~lJR.Y"

responding to a call about a possible domestic battery is to separate the people
involved and interview the suspects.
Officers will look for signs of violence-bleeding, bruising or red
marks on the victim.
"The state requires that, if there are
any signs of domestic violence, an arrest will be made," Risinger said.
The suspect will then remain in custody until they have seen a judge, and
a bond amount has been set. The suspect will not be able to make any contact with the victim for 72 hours.
A detailed report of the incident is
then submitted to the state's attorney,
Risinger said.
If the police respond to the call and
there are no signs of violence, the parties involved will be separated for the
night. All reports involving students
are referred to the Office of Student
Standards.
Risinger said the first offense is a misdemeanor and, depending on the situation, a jail sentencing could be ruled.
The difference between an assault
and a battery is physicality. Assault refers to one person threatening another with an object, their fists, or violent words. It becomes a battery when
there is physical contact.
There were 13 cases of aggravated

I....,IVIN"G-?

We Have Just th.e Place :for YOU!

~outh

Campus ~uit{Zs

Amenities In..clu.de:

FREE TANNING!
FREE WATER!
FREE LAUNDRY!
FREE EXERCISE EQ
NEW 2 BDRM. TO'WN'HOUSES!

Student Conduct Code violations
regarding fighting/assaults/threats
between the 1996-97 and 2005-06
academic years

96-97 .............................43
97-98 .............................49
98-99 .............................40
99-00 ............................. 21
00-01 .............................47
00-01 .............................41
02-03 .............................43
03-04 .............................68
04-05 .............................66
05-06 ............................. 76

Total: 494
assault on campus between 2006 and
2008, according to the 2008 Annual Security Report, with one in a resident hall in 2008 and one on public
property adjacent to campus in both
2007 and 2008.
Sarah Jean Bresnahan can be
reached at 581-7942
or dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Se~ood &Cajun Ni~~t!
Fmy Thursday 4:30PM· 8:JO PM

Tilafcia ~ Shrim~
Crab egs
Crawfis
Clams
Catfish
Alligator
Oysters
Crabcakes ~ Froglegs
Jambalaya
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Hush Puppies
Cnblegsaren portio~otAYCF.
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START YouR NEw LIFE WI

A NEW NISSAN s

0

•sponsored
by th~ EIU

0

Psyqbol ocg)t
Club

0

Monday>

AprS 26th
from 4-6pm

in Do~o's
p<Clrking lot
• ~natioWaccepted

SHIFT_the way you move

Customer may choose eid1er APR or Cash Back Option. D own
Payment may be required. Offer Ex.-pires 4/ 30/ 10.

CLASSIFIEDS
Q Help wanted
Female bartender needed at Icy Mug. Inquire within after 3pm. Across from fairgounds.
__________________Y3

Great Summer Job: Top Pay, Ufeguards, All
01icagoSubUJbs. Noexperience/wUitrain
and certify. Look for application on our web
site www.poolguards.com 63o-692-1500

*For rent

-----------------~

__________________

APTS, 2 BLOCKS FOOM CAMPUS, 24/7 Sf.
CURilY, ALL UTILrriES, CABLE, INTERNET,
TRASHANDWATERPAJD. WASHERIDR"fER,
DISHWASHER,CINTRALAJR,PARKING,FULLY FURNISHED, CERAMIC TILE AND NEW
CARPET. 5425/PERSON. CALL345-62100R

x130 Eman:~.com
__________________Y3

VlEW ATEIPROPS.COM

!Bartendng! Upto$250/d<?f. Noexperience
necessary, training provided 1-800-9656520ext239.
__________________Y3

3 & 4 Bedroom apts. on 6th St. near Old
Main. Trash andWaterincluded.217-345-

P05itive, energetic bartender wanted. Noexperience needed Fun work atmosphere! Call
841 -3738

7 Bedroom 2 Bift.h house near campus. AD
large rooms. Includes cable, internet, washer/dryer, dishwasher, central air, trash &
mowing. SrnaD dog allowed 217-345-

00

-----------------~

6967

-----------------~

6967

ia Roommates

-----------------~

NeedRoomrnates!UniquePropertiesislod<-

ing forroomm<ft.esto fill bedrooms in S€\leral
of our locations. All are very dose to GlJlllUS,
fully furnished and reduced rates. Call today
(217) 345-5022 www.unique-properties.net

3 or 4 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS.
LAA:;E BEDROOMS AND LIVING SPACE.
WID INCLUDED. $275/PERSON. 217-5499346

-----------------~
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Phone: 217 • 581 • 2812
Fax: 217 • 581 • 2923
Online: dennews.com/classifieds

5~

2 BR apartments: Brand new ca!pE!t, windows, CJA, WID. 3 locations clo5e to campus. Available July and August. ww.vJittekenrentals.ccm 217-27~7
00
4 BR, 2 bath, 21iving room duplex. August
1st Brandnewhardwoodfloorswith large
kitchen and screened-in porch. $350/pp.
1119Woodlawn. 217-27~7wwwJittekenrentals.ccm

*For rent

*For rent

*For rent

PUS. 345-9462

AvailableM<ft lstandJme 1st 1Bedroan
apts. W<ft.er and trash included. Off-street

__________________ 00

__________________ 00
1812 9th 511 OONT MISS oun 2, 3, 4 BEDROOM FOR FALL2010, NOW3 MOS FREE
WA1ER. 34&0673.1549-4011
__________________ 00
Fall '10. 2 BR. extra large, dose to campus,
nice, quiet house. AIC, WID, water and trash
included No pets. $275pp-$550/mo. 217259-9772,
00

www.tricountymg.com

4 BR house, dishwasher, w/d, 1 112 baths,
ale, 1orno.lease, $250 per BR for four. 273-

sM?totenants. R~fencedyard, petsnt>gotiable.
__________________ 00

1395
__________________ 00

GREATLOCAnON!AFfORDABlfTWOBEDROOM APARTMENT. WALK TO CAMPUS.
TRASH, WATER PAID. $300/pp. 217-5495624,217-3480209.

4 BEDROOM HOUSE WrrH LARGE YARD,
NEXT TO CrrY PARK, $250 PER PERSON.

Plain & Simple! Best Deal for the Dollar!
1BR apt for 1 from $335 incl internet
2BR apt for 2 $275/ person incl cable, internet, water, trash
2BR apt for 1 $425 incl cable, internet, water, trash
2&3BR houses, $275-300/person, w/d, ale, walk t'!::o__......__

~Sub lessors

-----------------~

2 BRapts for 2 Cable, Internet, water, trash
included $275/person. 3454489, Wood
Rentals, woodrentals.com

3 bedroom, 2 112 bath townhouse. Central
ar, washer/dryer, new'Mndows, low utilities.

charlestonilapts.com

Female SUBLESSOR NEEDED for 201o-2011
on 1stfloor<ft.Mn!ineumon4thSt. More detans call 70&224-1266.

Trashinduded$250/person.773-469-1993

2BRapts,2001 S 12th& 1305 18th St. trash
pd. $25Q-5425 Ph 217-348-7746 www.

----------------~4123

----------------~~

------------------ 00
SOl TAYLOR THREE BEDROOM HOUSE,
CARPETED,GASHEAT,AICCLOSETOCAM-

WE WANTYOO COyou want a signing tJo.
nus or cheap rent? 3, 4, or 5 Bedrooms to
choose from. 345-6100.

nished, shuttle sen.1ce to campus, pets wef.
come. $385/mo. 217-474-5679.
__________________Y3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED a1d now through next
year3peopletoshareaSBRhouseat7314th
St NCWDES WASHER/DRYER! $275 single/
mo. low utilities! 70&567 -8420

--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~00
~

~

~

AMULTIPUCrrY of lBRapts. M:lstwith cable, Internet water&trash paid. Wood Rentals,34S-4489.
~

"*"Now leasing for 1o-11 school~ 2.and
3bedroomfullyfumishedapartmentsavai~

able! Great locations, awesome prices, call
today to see what lklique Properties has to
offer. (217)345-5022 www.uniqt.Jeill'operties.net

*For rent

----------------~~

3BR,2BAnewconst. 1112 blocks to Buzzard.
W!O,dshwasher,offstreetparkingandmore
www.gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595

$300.00 RenLWould you paythat? Ineed 3
or 4 super splendid stuclents to make that
deal happen! wwwjbapartments.com3456100

----------------~4122

----------------~4123
Lookingforaniceplacetolive? 1-5bedroom
spaces available, 217-273-8828 for details.

~
***Now leasing for 1o-11 schoolyearl3 bed:room 1 bath duplex located at 170311th
Street. Fully furnished and washer/dryer.
CaD today (217) 345-5022 www.uniqut>properties.net
~

www.EIUforRent.com
4123
East of campus - remodeled 1 bedroom
apartments '10/11 school year. No pets. 3455832 or rarentals.com

CHECKUSOUTONYOVTUBE! Search lensen Rentals. www.jensenrentals.com 3456100.

----------------~4123

6 BR wilod<s, 2 bath house, 2 blocks from

CHAMPAGNE WXURYONA BEER BUDGETI
Readyto make deals on the last couple units
we have left NEWS Bd,S Bath - 1705 12th.3
Bd -2009 B11th St Just secondstodass with
aD the<menitiesyou need! wwwjensenreo-

campus; dishwasher, parl<ing, trash induded 10 month lease. 5209.lo-7723
__________________

tals.com 345-6100.

lOmonthlease. 520-990-7723
__________________

----------------~4123
3 BRand 1 Master Suite, completely furnishedwithC/A,W/D,offstreetparking,large
yard,andfrontporch. 10216th, 1Block from
Old Main 11 rno.lease$350/roorn Available
8/1. Mr. Wendel70&415-8191 wendet22@
aol.com

----------------~4123
END OFSCHOOL YEAR HOUSING CLEARAJNCE BESTRATESINTOWN! Only31eft..3or
4Bd,2BathFurnishedorUnfumished. ww.v.
jbapartrm1ts.com345-6100.

-----------------~

5~

Nev.Ayrerrodeled 3-4BR, 2 bift.h house; emtral AIC, washer/dryer, dishwasher, parl<ing.

FAILL20104BRhouse3blocksfromcampus! WID, CIA, porch, yard, garage. 3480394
5~

$200/bedroom. AD Utilities included Washer/dryer. Your own porch & driveway.

http:l/tirty'UI1.com/yf3a9tk
__________________

5~

Brittarttl«igeTownhouses. W/D,new'Mrr
dows. 3 people$270each, 4people$225

each. 70&254-0455
STUDIO APT. ON SQUARE. AUGUST 1ST.
AIC, CARPET, APPLIANCES. $300/M).INCL

------------------~

WATER& TRASH.345-4010

lawn sen.1ce included! Nopets. 345-5037

__________________ 00

your electric bill apartmentseiu.com 3456001

00

oo
charlestonilapts.com
00

.Jim Wood, Realtor

512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
harleston, IL 61920
17 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

[9@
I ULJC.«'

www .woodrentals.com

No. 0318
When this puzzle is done, the answers will
include a familiar series of 38-Across (minus
the middle square). Connect the squares of
this series in order with a line, starting with
the circled square. The resulting image
will be a pair of 38-Across (with the middle
square). In addition, the clues all share a
feature that provides an additional hint to
the puzzle's theme.
36 Missions, for
ACROSS
short
1 Tijuana dishes
37
Laptop
key
8 Relegated to a
38 [Refer to blurb]
state of oblivion
40 Last name in ice
15 Middle name
cream
of Sen. Joe
42 Laborer's suffix
Lieberman
16 Resting place for 43 Lance
44 Reversible
the deceased
preposition
17 False start's
result, in football 45 Double-bladed
II razor
19 Red _
(sushi
47
Fated
for ruin
order)
51 Doily material
20 "Do me
and
53 Rent down the
center
21 Reference abbr.
56 Milk: Prefix
22 Ming's 7'6" and
57 Time-share unit
Bryant's 6'6",
59 Latin motto "Ars
e.g.: Abbr.
artis"
24 "Resolved: that
61 Tilly of Tinseltown
.. .," for debaters 62 Doughbags
26 D.O.E. part:
65 Renaissance
Abbr.
cradle city
2a '"Tis a pity"
66 Resident of the
30 Tiberius' "to be"
Winter Palace
before 1917
32 Last test before
starting some
67 Last-column
advanced deg.
element on the
programs
periodic table
33 Request of a frog 68 Relatively
in a fairy tale
piquant

5~

----------------~4123
One bedroom apartment available in May.
Lease Negotiable. 345-6967
2 bedroom home<ft.1805 11th Street.$325/
person/month. Washer/Dryer, trash and

__________________ 00

in YOUR tanning bed, enjoy YOUR walk~n
clo5et, get ready in YOUR own bathroom.
do laundJy in YOUR washer and dryer, and
save YOUR money by renting a2bdrm/2ba
$489, 3bdr~ba 541 5, deposit $99-Save
YOUR time, save YOUR money, come to
Campus Pointe. We'll pay for your water,
trash, cable, internet, and btwn $6o-$75 off

~

•

Just east of campus - 2 bedroom duplex
availableAugust'l0/11 school year. No pets.
RCR Rentals or 217-345-5832

4976

2 & 3 bedroom houses. 1 bloc!< to Lantz/

One grt sutAessor for 3 bdrm apt@ University Village for 10/11 school year. Fully fur-

Love where YOU live•.workout in YOUR
gym, invite friends to YOUR clubhouse, tan

6. 273-1395
__________________ 00

1BR apts, 117 W Polk & A St aD appliances,
trash pd. 5495-SS10PH 217-348-7746www.

duded, p<ft.io, tanning, &exercise equip, discount on deposit. Call (630)201-4756.
__________________Y3

Fall 2010,3 BR house on 9th. Walking distance from campus, large backyard. WID,
dishwasher, off street parl<ing. 217-69o-

512-9528
__________________ 00

4bdrmhouse,doseto8U living roorn,diningroom,laundJy,kitd1en,doublelotOwners both EIU Alum 1012 2nd St. $330/mo.
Rich 273-7270, not a big landlord. respon-

ORmyeiuhome.com
__________________ 00

O'Biien. Washer/dryer&A/C. 'M:>odrentals,
3454489, wocxi"entals.com

__________________ 00

2 Bedroom, 1 bath apartment, 10 month
lease, $250 per person, close to campus.

lbyal Heights, Park Place, Lynn lb Apts. 1,2,
& 3 BRS 348-1479 Office Hours M-F 11-5.

wm put moneyin you- pocket! wwwjensenrentals.com 345-6100.

TWOSUBLESSORSNEEDEDfor24098thStSouth Campus Suites. 2 BR. fully furnished,
full sized bed, free laundry, trash &water irr

3 bedroom apt available for Fall. Large
rooms, CIA, cemng fans, water, trash and
electric included. $31 0/person. Buchanan
St Apts345-1266.

6BRhouse,2kitchens,2baths,a/c, w/d. 10
mo. lease, off-511Wt parking, $225 per BR for

CALL217-549-1957
__________________ 00

2for 1DEAIJ2 BRaptfor 1@S425includes
cable, internet, water, trash. For 2: $550.
Wood Rentals, 345-4489, wood"entals.com

__________________ 00

NOW LEASING FOR 10/11 SCHOOL YEAA
Large 5 bdrm house at 1109 4th Street.
Washer/dryer & garbage included 10 Mo
lease $260 perstuclent Call 345-6257
__________________ 00

Fall '10. Studio apt Close to campus, nice,
clean, water and trash included $285. 217259-9m.
__________________ 00

VERY NICE 6 BR. 2 BATH HOUSE ON CAMPUS SIDE OF 2nd STREET. LESS THAN 1
BLOCKFROMTHEREC. CALL217-493-7559

WANTEDSUBlfASffi3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENT, FULLY FURNISHED, ALL UTIJ..I.
TIES INCWDED, VERY NICE. CALL IF INTERESTID(217)273-9856.
__________________Y3

parl<ing. 5410/month. Bud:1anan St Apts
345-1266.

------------------ 00
END OFSCHOOL YEAR HOUSING CLEARAJNCE! BEST RATES IN TOWN! Only 31eft..3
or 4 Bd, 2 Bath Furnished or Unfurnished
wwwjbapartments.com345-6100.
__________________ 00

Could you use $1 00.00? Sign a New Lease
with Jensen Rentalsbefore4-30-10andwe

~

5~

5~

www.woodrentals.com, .lm Wood, Realtor,
3454489. EIU rentals since 1979.
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE BY OAN IEL A. FINAN

DOWN

Remy Martin units
2 Lasagna cheese,
sometimes
3 Late New York
senator Jacob
4 Lanthan- suffix
5 Michael's sister
La
6 Mideast peace
conference
attendee, 1993
7 Regulator
mechanism, for
short
a Doesn't let go?
9 Refusal for Rob
Roy
10 Millet's moon
11 Reverse of "bring
together"
12 Mishmashes

n Mister Belvedere

1

14
18
23
2s
27
29
31
34
35
38

39
40
41
46

and others
Record of 1947
"Peg _ Heart"
Lamebrain
"Reginald" writer
Large bill, slangily
Remote button
"Far out, man!"
Michigan, e.g. , to
a Spaniard
Fashionista
Moon Zombie
Does in with a
rope
Factual info on
a dating service
questionnaire
Fatal virus
Sole alternative?
Fanged villain
Laptop key

48

49
5o

52
54

55

58
60
62
63
64

"Rebecca of
Sunnybrook
Farm" was
published in this
year
Timeless, oldstyle
Reader's place
marker
Restaurant order
Repeat New York
City Marathon
winner Grete
Lazy
Solving, as a
puzzle
Miscellanies
Dow Chemical,
e.g.: Abbr.
Mineral in sheets
Michelangelo's
field

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656,$1 .49 a minute; or, with a credit card, 1-B00-8145554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1-BBB-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit nytimes.com/
mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past puzzles, nytimes.
com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
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SHOWCASE, from page 12
football players to be drafted since
1999.
Campbell said he has heard he
could be selected anywhere from the
fourth to seventh rounds, while Hudson expects to go somewhere in the
later rounds.
Most of the hype has surrounded
Campbell.
He has visited at least six NFL
teams for an individual workout, and
received phone calls from a number
of other teams.
"It's really coming on strong now,"
said Campbell, who played in the
Texas vs. The Nation All Star Game
in February. "A lot of teams that didn't
work me out individually said they
knew my story and didn't come in because they wanted to keep me under
the radar."
Hudson signed with an agent after

the season and graduated from Eastern in December.
His agent then connected him with
Gaines Performance, based out of
California, which specializes in training athletes.
Travelle Gaines worked extensively with Hudson during his time there,
and Gaines said he saw a lot of positives during his time there.
"He definitely got leaner, faster and
stronger," Gaines said. "He was a really, really hard worker and was very
committed to getting better.
"I think he'll do well (in the NFL).
He's a really fast learner and has a
great work ethic."
Hudson has had individual workouts with the Eagles, Rams and Cincinnati Bengals.
While Hudson has spent most
of his time since leaving Eastern ei-

9

BLUES, from page 12
ther in California or at home in Barrington, he and Campbell still stay
in close contact and talk almost daily about their experiences.
"We stay in contact and motivate
each other," Campbell said. "We try
to get each other to stay on track
and keep a level head. I just know
we both thank God every day we're
in this position."
Both Campbell and Hudson will
be home with for the NFL Draft
this weekend. Campbell will re turn home to Chicago to watch the
draft with his friends and family,
and Hudson is in Barrington now,
where he will also watch the draft
with his family.

Collin Whitchurch can be
reached at 581-7944
or cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.

COMICS
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE BY STE PHAN PAS TIS
Me t'ole yov_s ky~igh :t
ho.v_e weisht leel"'\it'.

Cl(~f.HAK

GRAf\.\AACK
G~f.EEEE€K

GET FUZZY BY DARBY CON LE Y

fielder Shawn Ferguson got on first on
a wild pitch strikeout from lllini sophomore pitcher Corey Kimes (2- 1).
Sophomore catcher Gerik Wallsten had
a single for runners on the corners.
Schmitz subbed freshman pinch runner Daniel Rowe for Wallsten. Junior
center fielder Matt Kucharski, however,
sruck out swinging to end the game.
The first inning got started with
Argo slapping a triple down the first
base line that rolled to the right field
wall before junior right fielder Shawn
Ferguson got the ball in.
After junior pitcher Mike Recchia stuck out freshman second baseman Christian Cummings looking, he
threw a wild pitch allowing Argo to
make it 1-0 lllinois.
The bottom half saw lllini freshman pitcher Matt Milroy retiring the
two first Eastern hitters. But senior first
baseman Alex Gee got walked, senior
designated hitter Richie Derbak singled
and junior shortstop Cam Strang loaded the bases on Illini freshman third
baseman Brandon Hohl's error.
That set the stage for freshman second baseman Ryan Dineen. Dineen
blooped to shallow center and it
dropped for a three RBI single for a
3-1 Eastern lead.
In the third inning, the Illini batters torched Eastern junior pitcher Matt Miller. Argo and junior designated hitter Casey McMurray had
consecutive doubles with McMurray's
past diving senior left fielder Curt
Restko to score Argo.
lllini senior catcher Aaron Johnson
slapped an RBI single to tie the game
at 3. Miller was chased from the game
Lutes singled home a run for the 4-3
Illini edge.
Junior pitcher Brent McNeil finished the third and threw scoreless
fourth and fifth innings.
Eastern at first did not get anything
going against senior pitcher Kevin
Mason and junior pitcher John Anderson, being retired in order in the
third and fifth innings.
However, the Panthers' bats woke up
in the sixth inning on Anderson. After Derbak and Strang got out, Dineen

"We really lost
it on one pitch
called on a
guy who can't
hit a fast ball
and we throw
him a change
up .. .lt wasn't
mechanical,
but just a bad
pitch."
Jim Schmitz, Eastern
head coach
bunted for an infield single. Next, an
errant Anderson pitch hit Ferguson
and sophomore catcher Gerik Wallsten
hit an RBI single to even the score 4-4.
Kucharksi stranded runners on the corner as he popped out to end the rally.
The Panthers got the lead in the seventh, as sophomore third baseman Zach
Borenstein hit a home run in deep center. Borenstein's blast was his team-leading seventh and put Eastern up 5-4.
The Eastern defense came through
after the homer as Ferguson made a
spectacular diving catch in center on a
Lutes deep fly ball in the eighth.
"It's disappointing," Schmitz said
of the loss. "We came back, they get
the lead and we came back and got it.
We really lost it on one pitch called
on a guy who can't hit a fast ball and
we throw him a change up ... It wasn't
mechanical, but just a bad pitch."
The Panthers (9-26, 4-8 OVC) will
continue their season with a doubleheader against Murray State (19-17,
6 -3 OVC) scheduled to begin 1 p.m.
Friday at Murray, Ky.

Bob Bajek can be reached
at 581-7944
or rtbajek@eiu.edu.

CLASSIFIEDS

I

For rent

Large, aose to carllJUS 2 BR apts. Water, electric,
pamngoverlOOchannelcablepackage,andinternet all included at a low, low priced $395 per student Pet Friendly. $1000Fffirstrrordl'srml! Call
or Text 217-273-20<l8
_______________________ 00
EXTRA NICE. 1 BIDROOMAPTS, close to EJU. $325525 rent Includes trash pick14>. wireless internet,
and parl<ing Localy owned & managed. No Pets.
345-7286v.ww,jwiliamsrentals.com
_____________________ 00

NICE 2llEDROQ'v1 APTS,doseto BU. From $250to
350 per persol\ includes wi'eless internet, trash
pickup &pali<ing. Locally owned & managed. N<>
Pets. 345-72&5v.ww.jwiiamsrentals.com
_____________________ 00

Take a lool<! Beautiful2 sro.y cape cod styled home
for rent at 1500 Rrststreet Completcltfunishedfor
%or7persons Hardwoodfloors,leatherfunitu'e,
newmaplecompU:erdesksandchests, inners~ng
mattresses and more. 2 side by side refrigerators,
washer and dryer, full basement, central ai', large
yard,21/2baths,6keylockedbed~ $320per
person. Call Jan at 232-7653. Available August
2010,1 blockN.dOBrien.

________________________0

GrantV.ew Apartments: Modern Construction. 4
bedroom, 2 full OOth, fully furnished Across from
Rec Center. $3S<¥month. 345-3353
_______________________ 00
5 bedroom ciJplex, 2 1/2 bath, k«d:lerVliving area,
lal.lldry rOOil\ big backyard 2 blocks from campus.
$300'month. 345-3353
_______________________ 00
5 bedroom house for students. Fall2010. Hardwood floors, dishwasher, washer/dryer basement
Very nice. AaCYSS from OBrien Field. N<> Pets. 34572&5 v.ww.jwilamsrentals.com

I

For rent

_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apts. all utilities incklded, just east d
Greek Coot 345-700lor 549-261 5
_____________________ 00
Brittany Ridge Townhouse: 10.11 school yearWalking distance to GlfTllUS, 3 BR. 25 OOthrooms,
washer/dryer il unit, lUI kitchen w/ dishwasher,
trash and parking ilcluded, furrished option avaiable,lowrrordllyrent Call217-508-0035
_______________________ 00
6 bedroom, 2 ba:h, A'C, washer &dryer, $350 eacl\
15212ndSt 345-3273
_______________________ 00
2BRApts.Smilutewalkfromcampus. All inclusive
rates avaiable. $200 off 1st month's rent Great
Deal 217-273-2048
_______________________ 00
Large, dose to campus 1 bedroom apartments.
Water, electricity, over 100 channel cable package,
andintemetall ildudeda:a low, lowpriced$590/
mon for silgles, $200 OFF first month's rent! Pet
Friendy. Callortext217-273-2048.
_____________________ 00
FOR FAll2 and 3 bedrooms.lndivici.lalleases, all

utiities ilck.icleq lrud extras. CAy $41 5 per month
and can be fu-nished or unfu-nished VISit apartmentseiucomorcal 345-6001 fordetais.
_____________________ 00
N<>w renting for Fal 201 0, 4 bedroom house. W/ln
walking distance to campus. Call345-2467
_____________________ 00
3 bedroom nice house, 4 blocks from campus, central air, washer/dyer, dishwasher, bar, pamng 217202-4456
_____________________ 00
NOW LEASING FOR 10/11 SCHOOL YEAR! Large 5
bdnnhousea: 11094thStreet Washer/dryer&garbageinduded. lOmo.lease. $260perstudent Call

I

For rent

34%257.
_______________________00
v.ww.lricountymg.com
_____________________00
JOIN Tl-E EXPE~ENC8 At CarllJUS Pointe Apartments we'll payforyourwa:er, trasl\ cable lV, internetandwe11gveyoua~electricaiCM<ance.

NO ONE ELSE IN TOWN INCLUDES ALL THIS IN
ll-EJRRENTIWedfer2 bedroom/213hroomand
3 bedroom I 3 bathroom units wd-1 cishwashers,
microwaves, washers and dyers, walk-in dosets,
and privacy locks. You'llalsoerjo}'OU'24hourcomplter lab and fitness center, taming faciity, media
lounge and all d our outdoor amenities. PRICES
START AT $41 5! $99 security deposit. VISit apartmentsal.comorcall217-345-6001 k>rmoreinfo.
_______________________00
For Lease Fall ~1 0! 2-Q bedroom houses, great locations and ra:es, v.ww.bl:liorg 217-2TM675
_____________________00
NEWONEBEDROO'v1APTSAVf>.J..PJU.AUG2010,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, central heat &ale, very
nice&quiet v.ww.ppwrentals.com 348-S249
_____________________00
FOR FALL 2010: V1RY NICE 1, 2. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 BE[)ROOM HOUSES, TONNHOUSES, AND APARTWiNTS. AllEXCELLENTLOCAOONS. FORMORE
INFOIWA110NCALLUSAT217-4$-75590Rv.ww.
reye;Jhome.com
_______________________00
NONLEASING 1,2,3,and4bedroomhouses!Erpy
FREEtanningbeds,afitnesscenterandgameroom,
fulyfurrishedciJplexesandhomeswithLJ>t01600
sq. ft. FREE cable, FREE water, FREE internet, and
FREE trash! Our residents love the full size washer
and dyer, cishwasherand the queen size beds that
each home comes with. It's your choice_ 6, 10,or 12
month individual leases! We offer roommate

I

For rent

matching and a shuttle service to campus. PETS
WELCOtv'eO Call us today at 345-1400 or visit OU'
websitea:v.ww.u~llagehousilgcom

_____________________ 00
PETSWB.CO'v1E! 1, 2. 3,AN04 bedroom ciJplexes.
Cable,lr1:ernet,andWater ilck.ided. Call345-1400
_____________________ 00
WWW.BPRa>S.COM
_______________________ 00
v.wwppwrentals.com
_____________________ 00
January Semester. 2 BR Apts. 5 or 6 mon.lease options. Call Lilcolnw:xxl Plnetree Apts. 345-6000
_______________________ 00
Uncolnwood Plnetree Apts. has 1stsemester apts.
availablebegilningAugust2010. 345-6000
_______________________ 00
Stop by or call Uncolnwood-fllnetree Apartments
for your Stucio 1, 2. and 3 bedroom apartments.
Rent you can afford and you can walk to campus!
Call 345-6000 or stop by 2219 9th Street #17 or
email us at incpineapts@l:onsoida:ed.net
_____________________ 00
HOWB, IXJPLEXES,4, 3,or6 Bed~ BUZZARD
1 BLOCK WID, CJA, 4 Bedroom with 2 Baths 3453253
_____________________ 00
HOMES: 5,4 &3 Be<tooms, Campus 1 Block.WID,
CJA, DNJ 2 Ba:hs. 345-3253
_______________________ 00
Property available on 7th St. 4 &5 Bedroom House.
Caii217-72U709.
_______________________ 00
WWW.llAPARTWiNTS.COM
_____________________ 00
OLDETO'M.JEAPARTMENTS: 1,2,~ 3 BEDROOMS.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO G-IOOSE
FROM34%533

I

For rent

_______________________ 00
FAll10.11: 1,2&3BRAPT5. WATER& TRASHINQUDID.PLENTYOFOFF-STREET PAA<ING.BUCHANANST.APTS.CAI.l345-1266.
_______________________ 00
1, 2. 3, and4 bedrooms. Trash and pamng included
Great location. Call217-345-2.363.

_____________________ 00
v.ww.Charlestoni.Apts.com
_______________________ 00
Oosetocampus, 3 BDhouse, 2010.2011 school yr.
Large yard,WJO,A/C& Ilea:~ 10.12 rro.lease.
trash ilduded. $35(}/person 549-5402
_______________________ 00
Large 3BOhouseforrent,2010.2011 sd:loolyr.W/D,
HE A'C & HE fu-nace, trash incklded 10.12 mo.
lease,$300/person. 549-5402
_______________________ 00

2 BO apartment, trash &wa:er ilcluded, fu-nished,
10 or 12 month lease, $265/persol\ 1111 2nd St.
nexttoCrty Park. call348-5427
_______________________ 00
OWv'f>AGNELUXURYONABEffillU)(El Ready
to make deals on the last couple unh we have left
NeNSBd, 5Bath- 170512th.3Bd- 2009B llthSt
Just seconds to dass with all the amenities you
need! www.jensenrentals.com 34%100.
00

M

campus clips

The Department d Health Studies is holding a
Fundraiserfor Health Studies Scholarships which
will run until S/7/2010. Donate $1 and help support yoll' future Health Studies Leaders. See the
Health Studies Department's mail dfice in Lantz
or ask a Health Studies major for more info.

___________________ 4122
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I EASTERN AT INDIANA STATE,

3 P.M .

Coach, players prepare for familiar foes
Panthers travel
to Terra Haute
for I-70 showdown
By Alex McNamee

Assistant Sports Editor
Today's softball game against Indiana State in Terre Haute, Ind., offers
up an interesting dynamic for both
squads - the players and coaches are
familiar with one another.
Eastern head coach Kim Schuette
played softball for the Sycamores in
college, and has known Indiana State
head coach Brenda Coldren for many
years.
"I think (Sycamore players) know a
lot of our girls and our girls know a lot
of them," Schuette said. "I've known
Brenda a long time. I obviously played

at Indiana State and Eastern."
Even with the familiar faces for
Schuette, as a coach, the Indiana State
game is just another game and another chance to keep up the momentum
after having beaten the Sycamores 3-0
last season.
Senior right fielder Denee' Menzione has been in the I-70 rivalry for
four years and said it has always been
a fun one.
"The rivalry has been pretty tough
with them," Menzione said. "They're
right down I-70 so they're pretty close."
Similar to Schuette knowing Coldren, Menzione said she has known
former Panthers who have known
some of the opposing Sycamores.
"Since they're so close I've known
past players who have had friends
on that team so there's a little rivalry
there too," Menzione said.
Currently, the Sycamores (16-25,

"The game is just all about a little
yellow ball, hitting the little yellow ball
and throwing the little yellow ball."
Kim Schuette, Eastern softball head coach

2-14 in the Missouri Valley Conference) are in last place in the MVC,
but Schuette doesn't consider that
bad.
"They play in the Missouri Valley,
which is a tough conference," Schuette
said. "I know they're at the bottom of
that conference right now, but those
are tough teams in the Valley."
With eight freshmen on the team,
Schuette said the Sycamores have
many new players but said Eastern
needs to focus on simplifying the

game.
"The game is just all about a litde yellow ball, hitting the little yellow ball and throwing the little yellow
ball," Schuette said.
From the plate, Menzione said the
Panthers' need to stay focused and be
able to figure out the pitch.
"We just have to stay confident at
the plate," Menzione said. "We need to
go up there with our hacks, and take a
pitch and hit it- pretty easy scuff"
Menzione hit the ball well last

Smoke-free campus focus groups.
Let your voice be heard!

weekend in the OVC series against
Tennessee Martin, when she hit two
home runs during Saturday's games.
" I was just seeing the ball. I was
just seeing it, seeing it off of the hip
and goes with it," Menzione said.
Schuette said the Panthers (20-21,
10-7 in the Ohio Valley Conference)
will use the midweek game against the
Sycamores to get appearances from
many players on the roster.
"We want to get all three pitchers
some innings," Schuette said. "We
want to get hitters confidence with
some at-bats and just use the midweek game as extra innings to play."
The Panthers will play Indiana
State today with the first pitch slated
to be at 3 p.m. in Terre Haute, Ind.
Alex McNamee can be reached
at 581-7944
or admcnamee@eiu.edu.

THE BOUNTY HUNTER (PG 13)
DAILY 6:45 FRl SAT9:20 SUN 2:00
THE LAST SONG (PG)
DAILY7:00 FRISAT9:30 SUN2:15
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SHOWPLACE
cJ<Je#1573
J u>r O» Rou 1t 16 E. O> 1-57 • MATTOON

April 26 1-2:30 p.m.
April 27 12-1 :30 p.m.

F EE OOD
for all
volunteers.
Space is limited.
Reserve your spot
now!

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
News
Sports
twitterl
DEN_Sports

• NO PASSES OR SUPERSAVER TICKETS
*THE BACK - UP PLAN (PG 13)
4:40 7:20 FRl SKI' 10:00 SKI' SUN 1:50
• THE LOSERS (PG 13)
4:00 6:30 FRl SAT 9:10 SAT SUN l:ZO
• KICK-ASS (R)
3:50 6:50FRISXI'9:50 SAT SUN U:50
• DEATH AT AFUNERAL(R)
3:30 6:20FRISXI'9:10SATSUNU:40
DATENIGHI (PG13)
4:10 7:00FRISXI'9:30 SAT SUN 1:10
THE LAST SONG (PG)
4:30 7:40 FRISXI' 10:15SXI'SUN 1:40
CLASH OF THE TITANS (PG13)
4:20 7:10FRISXI'9:40 SAT SUN 1:30
HOT TUB TIME MACHINE (R)
5:00 7:50FRI SAT 10:10 SAT SUN 2:10
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON (PG)
3:40 6:40FRISXI'9:00SATSUN 1:00
BOUNTY HUNTER (PG13)
4:50 7:30 FRI SKI' 10:05 SKI' SUN 2:00

Call 581-7786 or email

herc-alcoholed@eiu .edu
for more information.
e'~EIU
TOBACCO
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FIVE BUCK MOVIES?

SJGII.I UP TODAY AT

Got Ads?

1.1

Then

call: 581-2816

t, 2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms

Tanning Beds,...., Fitness Center,....,
Most Utilities Included ,...., $99 Security Deposit
Washer & Dryer in every unit ,. . , Pets Welcome
LinJ.ited
space
available

Open
Saturday
1-4

WWW.fiveltuckelub.net

BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT ~ANlJAN GO.COM

Health Service ~
... ll"l'

ell-• aftor6pm

s!~~~~!~~!!!l ~

Reserve your spot by
April22!

•
Tweet
Tweet

STUDENT DISCOUNT for

$125.00

Leasing
Bonus

Call: 345-1400
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I SPOTLIGHT

'He's more than a coach, he's a friend out there'
First year
assistant coaches
build special bond
with athletes
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter
The Eastern men's and women's
track and field programs didn't have
to look too far to help replace their
coaches who left.
Eastern head coach Tom Akers was
in a bind as former jumps coach JaRod Tobler left to train for the Olympics and former distance coach Geoff
Masanet went to Texas to follow his
wife's job opportunity.
Akers was able to have former
Eastern track athletes to step in and
help. While Akers already had help
from Jessica Sommerfeld as an assistant head coach, he received additional assistance as Clint Coffey, Brenton
Emanuel, Brad Buder, Kyle Ellis and
Mary Wallace.
Wallace, assistant athletic director and senior women's administra-

tor, works in administration during
the day, and helps out with long and
triple jumps in the afternoon. Buder
took over the distance runners; Coffey took on the mid-distance crew
and Emanuel coaches the sprinters.
Ellis is in his second year continues to
coach the vaults and assists with the
javelin.
"When we come out to practices, I think those guys are a big part
of (making sure practices run smoothly)," Akers said. "(The athletes) accepted the change well. They've worked
hard for it. We've got to thank the
athletes for that."
All but Wallace, Akers and Sommerfeld are former Eastern athletes.
Wallace re-joined the team this
year as an assistant coach and has
significant experience under her
belt, because she was the Eastern
head women's track coach from
2003-2008. She was also the assistant men's and women's coach at
Illinois State (1997 -2002) for six
years. She also was the assistant
women's coach at Central Michigan
(1995-96), Arkansas (1991-94) and
Rice (1990).

"I think we all have this little
rivalry to see who can get their
group to perform the best. It kind
of goes unsaid."
Clint Coffey, mid-distance coach
Ellis has helped the women's pole
vaulters to new heights this season.
Those pole vaulters have tied for the
fourth-best mark in program history during the indoor season and the
fourth, seventh best mark during the
outdoor season.

Newbies form cluster
of assistant coaches
Buder is a former OVC outdoor
champion in the 10,000-meter run in
2006 and 2009. Coffey was part of a
successful '800-crew' after completing
his eligibility last season. Emanuel was
a top sprinter.
"I think we all have this little rivalry to see who can get their group to
perform the best. It kind of goes un-

PRIME LOCATION, TWO DOORS DOWN FROM PANTHER PAW

Family Video has opened an average of one store a week for the last
seven years. We have openings for dynamic. results-driven MANAGEMENT candidates who are looking to grow with an industry leader.

217-418-4366
217-345-9 228
EX1225

$2 Bud and Bud Light Bottles
$250 Mich Ultras
$3 Well Doubles
Jager Girls with Jager Specials!.

DENnews.com

Explosive growth and phenomenal expansion!

Call for more information:

MOTHER~~-;;~

II

For an in-depth version
of this story, visit

t=amilu'Video
Graduates.
We Have Great Careers Avalible Now!

FOR REN1: 1312 4TH STREET
FIVE BEDROOM
TWO & A HALF BATH
LAUNDRY ROOM
TRASH INCLUDED
CENTRAL AIR
$285.00 PER BEDROOM/MONTH

said," Coffey said.
Coffey also couldn't wipe the smile
off his face when talking about his fellow coaches.
"In a way, it does bring back old
times," he said. "But in a way, it's also
more mature, cause we're coaches
now. It's been a blast."
Coffey gets to coach the mid-distance crew, a coach for those races,
that hasn't always been there in the
past. This year the group has blossomed and on Saturday dominated at
the Vanderbilt Invitational.
Five mid-distance runners had career bests as two women's runners
moved into second and seventh alltime in the 800-meter run and three
male runners moved into third, fifth

and eighth all-time in the 800-meter
run.
"They were just making me smile,"
Coffey said. "They even exceeded my
expectations."
Coffey said having known most of
the runners going into the season has
been helpful.
" I always wanted to coach," he
said. " It's been a blessing honestly. I
can understand what they're going
through."
Eastern senior Meghan Carney is
one of those athletes benefiting this
year from the efforts of Coffey. Carney is seventh all-time in the 800-meter run and a part of that is having
Coffey's experience guiding her.
"It's nice to have that base buildup," Carney said. " He really knows
the race. It's also nice having a specialist coach. Before we would go back
and forth (between sprinting and distance). It's nice to have some consistency in our own defined crew."
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Begin your fun, fast-paced career in
the Entertainment Industry Today!
Store Managers · $30K · $50K
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CENTRAL AIR
FULLY FUNISHED
DISHWASHER
DECKS IN THE WOODS
3 LAUNDRY FACILITIES
GARBAGE DISPOSAL

Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH
STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

CALL

345-2363

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: Eastern Track & Field stars Kandace Arnold, Ian Winston, Megan Gingerich get national attention this week with Top 30 marks
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Cantpbell, Hudson ready for NFL showcase
Dane Urban

Tennis needs
more than
recruits
The regular season for both Eastern tennis
squads came to an end on April 11 with a loss to
Austin Peay, but there is much work to be done in
the off season with the tedious task of recruiting.
It is never easy to sallow a pair of disappointing seasons where neither the men nor women's
squads made it into the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament but you have to push on.
Head Coach John Blackburn will be looking
for players who will be ready to compete at Division I level.
"We are looking for quality players who can
be competitive in the OVC and division one level," Blackburn said.
Both Panther squads finished well the last two
seasons, making it into the OVC Tournament.
In the 2007-08 season the men where 13-10
and in the 2008-09 season they finished with a
mark of 10-13, making the OVC Tournament
both years.
The women finished 14-7 in the 2007-08 season and they were 8-13 in the 2008-09 season,
also reaching the Tournament both years.
One has to wonder, why the sudden drop off
in performance?
Blaming the bad season on recruiting alone is
irresponsible; it does come into play, but there
are other factors that go with it.
Eastern had a total of only five upper classmen on both teams combined. This inexperience was a big pan of the Panther's disappointing season.
"I wouldn't point at recruiting for the reason
that we didn't have a strong year," Blackburn
said. "There are a lot of factors, one is that we
were a very young team."
Both teams did have a good amount of freshman players, but how long do players need to
grow?
The sophomores have had a whole season under their belt, and they know what to expect.
They should have no problem leading the team.
Blackburn knows the Panthers had young teams
but knows they have to perform better regardless.
"I'm not going to make excuses," Blackburn
said. "We have to do better whether we had all
seniors or all freshmen."
Leadership is an aspect players can have and
it shouldn't matter whether they are upperclassmen or not. Leadership is what the two squads
where missing this season.
''A big key of it is the leadership from the older players," Blackburn said. "When someone
comes in, he or she is looking to the other players on how student athletes conduct themselves
on and off the court."
Both squads should be looking towards themselves to perform better next season but they are
also excited for their new recruits to help out.
"We are excited about the good group we have
coming in," Blackburn said. "Our goal for next
year is improvement out of our players from the
first practice to the end of the season."
Dane Urban can be reached
at 581-7944 or dcurban@eiu.edu.

Duo waiting for
phone to ring

"I haven't really been nervous,
more so anxious."

By Collin Whitchurch
Managing Editor

Chris Campbell, senior offensive
tac kle

Chris Campbell has worked out
for or spoken with nearly every National Football League franchise,
including the New England Patriots, St. Louis Rams, Atlanta Falcons and Philadelphia Eagles.
Otis Hudson has worked out
with a number of potential high
draft picks, including Fresno State
running back Ryan Mathews,
Southern California running back
Stafon Johnson and UCLA defensive tackle Brian Price.
And as the NFL approaches its
annual draft, both are dreaming
big.
"I haven't really been nervous,
more so anxious," said Campbell,
the 6-foot-5, 320 lb. offensive tackle who anchored the left side of the

BASEBALL

"This whole thing has been really
fun. I'm very excited right now ."
-Otis Hudson, senior defens ive
tac kle

line for the Eastern football team.
"This whole thing has been really fun. I 'm very excited right
now," said Hudson, a behemoth at

I ILLINOIS 6, EASTERN

6 -foot-3, 33llbs., who transferred
from Minnesota and was a stalwart
protecting his quarterback's blind
side throughout the 2009 season.

For Campbell and Hudson, the
beginning of their hard work is
over and the only thing left to do is
wait for the phone to ring.
If that ring comes, it will be this
weekend. The NFL Draft begins
with the first round at 6:30 p.m.
today. Rounds two and three will
start at 5 p.m. Friday and rounds
four through seven will stan at 9
a.m. Saturday. All seven rounds will
be aired on ESPN and take place
in Radio City Music Hall in New
York.
The nearly 700 lb. duo, who
have been friends since playing Pop
Warner football together in eighth
grade, are both expected to at least
sign as an undrafted free agent after
the draft, as former Eastern defensive end Pierre Walters, now with
the Kansas City Chiefs, did a year
ago.
But the buzz surrounding the
pair leads both to believe they have
a chance to become the first Eastern
SHOWCASE, page 9
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Eastern has bullpen blues again
Second straight
save Roark
has blown
By Bob Bajek
Sports Editor
MATTOON - The ninth inning was looking good for the Eastern baseball team Wednesday at
Grimes Field against the University of Illinois, but things went south
in a hurry.
Junior pitcher Dillon Roark
(1-3) gave up the game-tying run
in the ninth and game-winning run
for the Illini in the lOth for a 6 -5
loss.
Roark declined comment after
the game.
In the nimh, Roark retired redshirt freshman pinch hitter Thomas
Shelton and hit sophomore shortstop Josh Parr with a pitch. Parr
stole second on a wild pitch, but
Roark struck out Illini sophomore
center fielder Willie Argo. Sophomore pinch hitter Daniel Parker slapped an RBI single to blow
Roark's second straight game.
Parker is a .143 hitter.
"It was a terrible pitch call on a terrible hitter on the change up that
tied the game," Schmitz said. "We
are just losing more game in more
ways.
Roark gave up a leadoff double
to Illini senior Mike Giller. Roark
then threw a wild pitch to advance
Giller to third. Illini senior right
fielder Craig Lutes had a sacrifice
fly for the 6 -5 Illinois lead.
The bottom of the lOth rally
started with two outs. Junior right
BLUES, page 9
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Junior Mike Recchia pitches against the University of Illinois Champaign Wednesday evening at Grimes
Field in Mattoon. The Panthers travel to Murray State this weekend.

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
Softball
Today at Indiana State
3 p.m. - Terre Haute, Ind.

Men's soccer
Saturday vs. Western Illinois
Noon - Lakeside Field

Bas eball
Saturday at Murray State (DH)
1 p.m. - Murray, Ky.

Softball
Saturday vs. Austin Peay
1 p.m. -Williams Field

Softball
Sunday vs. Austin Peay
Noon -Williams Field

NATIONAL SPORTS

MLB

NBA

MLS

NBA

Cardinals at Diamondbacks
Noon on FSN

Cavaliers at Bulls
6 p.m. on CSN

Seattle at Dallas
7 p.m. on ESPN2

Lakers at Thunder
8:30 p.m. on TNT

NHL

Blackhawks at Pretadors
8:45 p.m. on CSN

For more
please see
eiupanthers.
com

